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Dear Esteemed Donors, Loyal Supporters, and Friends, 
 
2022 has been a remarkable year of growth and impact for the Pratthanadee Foundation. Our good work continues to be recognized across the country 
by the various schools with which we partner as an integral part of developing and protecting women in the community. Whether it's showing someone 
how to physically defend themselves, teaching negotiation skills, or helping a young woman understand her legal rights, our programs have never been 
in more demand. We are deeply humbled by the reputation we have cultivated, cementing our status as one of the foremost programs in the nation 
dedicated to enhancing the prospects of success in life for underprivileged women. 
 
Importantly, this year also marked a profound transformation for the Pratthanadee Foundation. Thanks to the Algot Enevoldsen Foundation, which made 
one of the largest donations in our 24-year history, we were able to embark on a comprehensive organizational assessment and formulate a strategic 
blueprint for the coming years. With their generous support, we are now poised to make vital investments in expanding our team and filling key leadership 
positions, enabling us to operate with even greater efficacy and extend our reach even further. 
 
Throughout our journey, we have been exceptionally fortunate to have a team of individuals who embody unwavering commitment and tireless dedication. 
These remarkable individuals have selflessly served our students, going above and beyond the call of duty. While our achievements in 2022 were nothing 
short of remarkable (we trained over 5,000 young women!), it is important to acknowledge the toll this took on our team. Thanks to the Algot Enevoldsen 
grant, we are now equipped to confront these challenges head-on. 
 
Excitement and renewed energy are palpable in our office as we embark on the next leg of our journey. With this expansion in size and scale, we aspire to 
achieve even greater milestones, and our vision for the future shines brighter than ever before. 
 
Please come visit and see us in action in either Bangkok or Ubon Ratchathani. Thank you for your continued support! 
 
Best Regards, 
Enrique 
Founder 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
Dear Friends, 

It was the best of times and the worst of times, to quote Dickens, looking back at 2022. A corner of the world was sadly mired in military conflict, but we 

also finally witnessed the thawing of Covid restrictions as the nearly three-year old pandemic started to wane. With more people vaccinated, and many 

acquiring immunity from infection, the doors to our classes in Bangkok were once again opened. The convivial atmosphere returned much to the delight 

of our students and volunteers. While we made do with virtual classes during the lockdown, nothing could take the place of a community getting together 

in the same room, giving each other real hugs and not virtual ones.  

In Ubon Ratchathani, where we have had a foothold since 2012, our team was back on the ground training high school girls in under-resourced schools 

from May to November. We owe a huge debt of gratitude to our donors and partners for their patience. Their understanding allowed us to postpone or 

redesign projects in the northeastern provinces. As a result, part of our team was based there for nearly six months to clear the backlog of workshops. It 

was taxing physically and mentally for them, but the ecstatic reaction of the high school students to their return more than made up for any lost sleep.  

I made a commitment several years ago that we would look at varying our sources of funding. We made some headway last year as we were in talks with 

an institution based in Singapore. After over a year of conversations, the Algot Enevoldsen Foundation agreed to provide some funding to us for 2023. 

Their donation will allow us to flesh out and execute a new strategic plan to scale up for our next stage of growth. We are thankful for their trust in us to 

deliver positive change in the lives of more underprivileged girls and women. To accomplish this, as always, we will have to rely on the support and 

generosity of other donors, our partners, volunteers, students and our team in the years to come. 

 
Sincerely yours, 
M. R. Benchapa Krairiksh 
Chairwoman of the Board 
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Introducing Pratthanadee 

 
The Pratthanadee Foundation is a non-governmental organization based in Bangkok, Thailand with a second branch in Ubon Ratchathani 
province in the northeast of Thailand.  Pratthanadee, established in 1999 and officially registered in 2000, is registered under the Office of 
the National Culture Commission in Thailand (license number: Tor 490/2543 and registry number: Kor Thor 1158) and is affiliated with a 
partner 501 c(3) tax-exempt organization in the United State.  
 
A young girl growing up in rural Thailand has few opportunities for education, training and 
employment. As a result, thousands of young women move to Bangkok each year looking for 
work to support parents, grandparents, younger siblings and sometimes their own children 
back home. 
 
These women arrive in the city with little preparation, no savings, no connections and no real, 
marketable skills. Their opportunities in Bangkok are limited – factory work, domestic labor, 
cleaning and sometimes worse. With stark choices and growing financial pressure, they often 
become trapped in informal, underpaid or unsafe work. The Pratthanadee Foundation works 
with these women to improve their economic opportunities and to prevent young girls from 
falling into the same traps. 
 
Through our volunteers and staff, we provide free training in hard and soft skills so women and girls become more confident, independent, 
ambitious, and are likely to secure better jobs and higher salaries. Our training is offered in Bangkok and in Ubon Ratchathani and surrounding 
provinces in the northeast of Thailand. Pratthanadee serves two main groups:  
 
 

➢ Women who are unemployed or in employment that is unstable, unsafe or underpaid in Bangkok;  

➢ Girls from poor backgrounds in rural northeast Thailand, who are at a crucial point in making decisions about their futures.  

 
The Foundation launched its unique core training program ‘Better Me’ in 2016. Our ‘Better Me’ course comprises a series of weekly workshops, 
accompanied by 1-on-1 mentoring and English language classes, to help women turn their lives around and achieve their goals. Our training 
workshops for girls are offered in partnership with local schools and include ‘Preparing for Success’, a career planning workshop, and ‘Claim your 
Rights’, a personal safety workshop. Pratthanadee has a small staff team and group of dedicated volunteers. We create a welcoming community, 
where women feel supported and valued as they take the first step to a brighter future.  
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Meet our Board 
 

Enrique Cuan,  
Founder  
Enrique is the Founder of the Pratthanadee Foundation. He is the co-founder of Mercury Capital Advisors, a global financial services firm. Enrique is passionate about 
furthering Pratthanadee’s reach and deepening its impact. 

M. R. Benchapa Krairiksh,  
Chairwoman of the Board 
Khunying Benchapa is a graduate of Political Science from 
Chulalongkorn University. Khunying Benchapa is the former 
Vice-President of the National Council of Women and Chair 
of its International Relations Committee. She contributes to 
many charitable organizations, such as The Foundation of 
the Promotion of Supplementary Occupations and Related 
Techniques of Her Majesty Queen Sirikit of Thailand 
(SUPPORT) and the Saengsawang Foundation. 
 

Thipyanipa (Krairiksh) Samalapa  
Vice Chairwoman of the Board  
Thipyanipa is a graduate of Chulalongkorn University’s 
Faculty of Communication Arts and holds a Masters of 
Theological Studies from Harvard University’s The 
Divinity School. She contributes to many charitable 
organizations, not only volunteering but also serving as 
the Board of such as the Childline Thailand Foundation. 
She is the founder of JitAton (JitAon.life) 
 

Ada Jirapaisalkul,  
Board Member 
Ada is a pioneer in the fields of social 
entrepreneurship and social investment in 
Thailand. She is currently ChangeVentures Head 
of Social Impact Advisory – an affiliated 
organization of ChangeFusion, Founder and 
Managing Director of Thai Young Philanthropist 
Network (TYPN) and Board Member of Khonthai 
Foundation. 

Shannon Kalayanamitr,  
Board Member   
Shannon is a passionate Women’s advocate. She is a mover 
and a shaker, dedicated to building businesses and deeply 
connected in sectors of Business, Entertainment & Media, 
and Women’s Rights in Thailand and in Asia. 

Emi Stames,  
Board Member   
Emi is the co-founder of Zahira Fine Jewellery. focuses 
her time on business and client development. She’s also 
worked in the entertainment industry in Thailand for 
many years as a model and tv host.  Passionate about 
charity work she’s been hands on working with various 
organizations over the years focusing on women, 
children and the elderly. 
 

Kurt Heck,  
Honorary Board member 
Kurt Heck is a former software executive from 
California. He is a Certified Public Accountant 
and holder of an MBA from the American 
Graduate School of International Management in 
Arizona. 
 

Claudio Caballero,  
Honorary Board Member 
Claudio has been an engineering and technology executive 
for over 20 years in the USA and SE Asia, he holds an MBA 
from INSEAD and has been a supporter of Pratthanadee 
since its founding. 

 

Tamsin Haigh,  
Honorary Board Member 
Tamsin was the Strategic Development Manager for 
Pratthanadee for two years. She is now based in Laos 
working for The HALO Trust, an international NGO 
clearing landmines and other explosive remnants of 
war. 

Soohow Wong,  
Honorary Board member 

Soohow is formerly Vice President at Channel 
NewsAsia and part of the Asia-Pacific 
management team at Habitat for Humanity. He 
advises the foundation on communications, 
media and stakeholders’ engagement. 
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How Pratthanadee Works 
  
  We help women in Thailand who are: 
 

▪ Living a hand-to-mouth existence in low paid, dangerous or 

demeaning work.  

▪ Undereducated and low skilled, and unsure how to move 

beyond this.  

▪ Carrying the responsibility of supporting children and family 

upcountry with very low wages. 

▪ Leading a lifestyle that is damaging their self-confidence, 

health, and their relationships with children and family. 

Our mission is to capture the generosity of donors and volunteers and 
transform it into free high-quality training and support for 
underprivileged women, inspiring a new generation of confident, 
motivated and resilient women.  
 
We aim for Pratthanadee’s women to be actively seeking to realize 
their career and work aspirations by: 
 

▪ Securing higher quality employment with better working 

conditions. 

▪ Securing a promotion or a pay rise.  

▪ Taking on further training or education to meet their career 

goals. 

By taking control of their own lives, our women are able to start 
moving towards independence and financial security, reducing 
overreliance on unhealthy jobs, relationships and loans.  
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A Life-Changing Program for Women 
 
In 2016, we launched a new core training program: The ‘Better Me’ Program. 
 
Women at the Foundation now have access to career and personal development training to help set the right attitude and provide tools for success. 
Over a series of weekly training, the program guides women from feeling trapped, dependent, and hopeless about the future to becoming 
empowered, optimistic and motivated, ready to explore new opportunities. 
 
‘Better Me’ lifts women up. It lets them know that they can be more, and then it provides them with the tools and the support to become more. There 
is nothing else quite like it in Bangkok. It is built on 15 years of trial and error, and the content rivals many private sector personal development 
programs. 
 
‘Better Me’ creates real empowerment: an internal and positive change in each woman, so that she can go out and change her life herself. 
 
The program includes four core elements:  
 

1. Develop Vital Skills: 30 hours of career and personal development training, covering 

topics such as Self-Assessment, Goal-Setting, Women’s Law and Rights, Self-Defense, 

Managing Your Money and Getting the Right Job for You. 

 

2. Learn Basic English: 25 English lessons, taking students up to Level A1 in the Common 

European Framework of Reference for Languages, and helping them to access higher 

levels of employment in Bangkok. 

 

3. Personal Mentoring Sessions: A female mentor with regular one-to-one sessions to 

provide personal help and support throughout the program. 

 

4. A Welcoming Community: Supportive staff, a computer lounge and library, and a 

welcoming center in the heart of Bangkok. 
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Empowering Workshops for Girls  
 
A common solution often proposed to the poverty faced in rural villages across Thailand is to dispatch their children to the city to make money to 
send home. While the poverty is challenging enough, the male-oriented culture has created an even more unfortunate fate for the women. Often, it is 
the young female who rescues her family, while men tend to be freer to live their lives. 
 
There is always at least one person in every family, who knows intuitively from an early age that she will become responsible for improving the 
whole family’s life, while the rest of the family lives from her earnings. We work with these young girls before they move to the city, and then direct 
them to our courses aimed at women in Bangkok if and when they migrate to the capital. 
 
In partnership with local schools, we run two core workshops for girls:  
 

1. Claim Your Rights Training  

Moving from a village to the capital city can be a shock, and many of these girls will find themselves in 
risky work in bars, clubs and private homes. We prepare them by providing training in life-saving skills, 
including: 
 

✓  Recognizing and avoiding dangerous situations. 

✓  Women’s law and rights.  

✓  Basic self-defense. 

 

2. Preparing for Success Training  

When girls leave village schools, they are unlikely to have received any advice on what to do next. This 
workshop introduces them to: 
 

✓ Self-assessment. 

✓ Training and education options post-school. 

✓ How to find and apply for jobs. 
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The Year in Numbers 
 

3,429  
Number of at-risk high school girls in Ubon Ratchathani who received self-learning kits on dealing with gender-based violence 

 

4,132 

 

Number of girls in Ubon Ratchathani who were trained in ‘Preparing for Success’ and ‘Claim your Rights’ workshops. 

 

36 
Number of people whom we counselled on gender-based violence issue (face to face and via social media) 

 

129  
Number of women in Bangkok who attended our career and personal development online courses. 

 

48 
Number of women in Bangkok who attended our weekly English language online courses.  
 

720          
Number of English course hours conducted.  
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The Year in Review 

 

2022 was a year of two very different halves. We started the first five months with no visibility of whether we could make our 

way to the northeast of the country. But what a change when the Covid restrictions were lifted. Part of the team ended up in 

Ubon Ratchathani for six months; the longest we had ever been in the province.  

 

First Half 

 
The Omicron Covid virus disrupted our Bangkok operations for a short while. When the wave of infections from the new variant slowed, we 
switched to conducting classes both online and offline. The hybrid format was also necessary as some students had left the capital after losing their 
jobs to the pandemic or they could no longer afford to live in the city. So even though they were back in their home provinces all over the country, 
they were still keen to attend ‘Better Me’ lessons. With the support of our volunteer teachers, we kept the virtual classes going.  The rest, however, 
were elated to be back at the foundation, mask on and all, of course. 
 
Our team also kept busy preparing for the eventual lifting of Covid restrictions. We had a backlog of Ubon projects held over from the previous year 
that we were hopeful could see the light of day in 2022. There were in total 12 projects targeting over 60 schools in the northeast pending. Training 
materials for these must be ready to go the minute we could travel again. Then there was the regular communications and coordination with our 
partner schools, crucial to keeping all stakeholders on their toes so that there would be minimal time lag when we eventually activated the projects. 
 
Planning for new projects also occupied our time as the team participated in a number of regionally competitive grant applications and requests for 
proposal. We bagged the major ones such as Canada Fund For Local Initiatives and Irish Aid for In-Country Micro-Project Scheme. Both had 
previously supported our work in Ubon. 

 
 
Second Half 
 
For close to a decade, we had run workshops uninterrupted for teenage girls in poorly resourced schools in the province on life skills, career 
planning and dealing with gender-based violence. Covid-19 put the brakes on this outreach, albeit temporarily. After having our wings clipped for 
the last two years by the pandemic, we were exceedingly happy to be back on the road in Ubon by late May. We had  quite a backlog of projects, 12 in 
all, targeting close to 8,000 students.  
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First off the blocks was a project supported by the Irish Aid In-Country Micro Projects Scheme which we completed by early July. Part of the 
objectives was to train at least 1,000 high school girls on dealing with domestic and other forms of gender-based violence. We did that over 24 
workshops in 11 schools. Punching above our weight, we managed to train 1,134 girls, surpassing our target. We thank the Irish Embassy for their 
support and patience. The participating schools and students were so pleased with our work that some indicated almost immediately that they 
wanted us back next year. Hopefully, with more funding and no further lockdowns, we will see them again.  
 
The other projects took us all the way to November to clear, quite a marathon for the team. They were a combination of distributing self-learning kits 
to students of schools still uneasy with the physical proximity of workshop training, and group training sessions for high school girls. Both focused 
on rights of women under Thai law and planning for the future beyond high school. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Part of our time was also devoted to a strategic review exercise, moderated by an external consultant, that lasted nearly six months. Sponsored by 
Algot Enevoldsen Foundation, it was part of the due diligence process required by the donor. We found it to be exceedingly useful and timely as we 
were ready for a reboot after over two decades of existence. Guided by a fresh pair of eyes, we deconstructed everything we had ever done, went 
back to the drawing board and drafted a new roadmap for growth. We hope to share the new plans with all stakeholders in the new year. 
 

No. Donor Project 
No. of 

Schools 
No. of Students 

1 Black & Veatch Foundation  Claim your Rights Self-Learning Kit For Girls 10 1,786 
2 Black & Veatch Foundation Claim your Rights Workshop For Girls 5 485 
3 Let’s Share Happiness x Kelly Smith 

Foundation   
Preparing For Success Self-Learning Kit For Girls 4 688 

4 Black & Veatch Foundation Claim your Rights Self-Learning Kit For Girls 5 514 
5 Irish Embassy Claim your Rights Workshop For Girls 11 1,129 
6 ESTĒE LAUDER COMPANIES Thailand Claim your Rights Workshop For Girls 8 730 
7 Taejai (fundraising via website)  Claim your Rights Workshop For Girls 7 688 
8 GlobalGiving (fundraising via website) Claim your Rights Workshop For Girls 2 272 
9 SocialGiver (fundraising via website) Preparing For Success Self-Learning Workshop For Girls 2 153 

10 ESTĒE LAUDER COMPANIES Thailand 
x Taejai (fundraising via website) 

Claim your Rights Workshop For Girls 5 587 

11 St. Stephen International school  Preparing For Success Self-Learning Workshop For Girls 1 88 
12 Bangkok Recreational Volleyball  Preparing For Success Self-Learning Kit For Girls 3 441 

Total 63 7,561 
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Notes from Ubon Ratchathani (Ubon) 

 
Our Managing Director, Sarochinee Unyawachsumrith (Beer), shares the highlight of her return to the province after Covid 
restrictions were lifted.   
 
After Covid kept us away from the province for nearly two years, it was a huge relief to be back in Ubon. A backlog of projects, held over from 2021, 
awaited us in the northeast. We had usually spent a month or two every summer in this part of country prior to the pandemic. But 2022 was by far 
the longest we had ever been based there. With back-to-back donor-funded projects to clear at over 60 high schools, we soon lost track of time until 
the weather turned cool and we realized we had been there from summer to early winter! 
 
The hectic itinerary aside, the biggest excitement for me was not the return to Ubon after an involuntary hiatus but a new project funded by the 
Canadian Embassy. On the ground in the province for over a decade, we have trained over 30,000 high school girls 
in the northeast on dealing with gender-based violence and abuse, and planning for their future. But this project 
funded by the Canada Fund for Local Initiatives is truly the most impactful we have done. ‘Rewiring Gender 
Perception’ was a decade in the making, in a way. This project involved equipping teachers with a teaching manual 
on gender equality and giving students learning kits to complement the teachers’ instructions. Ten schools and 
1,000 students are participating in this pilot project in Ubon and neighbouring Amnat Charoen. Had we not sunk 
roots in northeast Thailand over 10 years ago and develop relationships with schools, district officials and the 
education ministry’s regional office there, this would not have been possible. With this project, we can mainstream 
gender inclusivity education in select high schools to support their curriculum. Our impact will be amplified as 
subsequent batches of students beyond the current ones will be instructed on gender equality in class. 
 
Putting the whole thing together was not smooth sailing. Countless meetings were held with all levels of stakeholders to persuade them to come on 
board with us. It was challenging convincing schools to carve out part of their curriculum to teach gender equality and promote a gender-sensitive 
learning environment; especially so in Thailand. Not one to give up easily, my team and I pushed on gently until we detected a warming in the tone of 
every conversation we had. With this, we knew we had them on board. One by one we did this until we had gathered 10 schools, over 1,000 students, 
and roped in the education ministry’s regional office to be part of this project. As a show of commitment and solidarity, the key stakeholders came 
together and put their signatures to memoranda of understanding at a formal event in November, witnessed by Shawn Tinkler, First Secretary, 
Embassy of Canada to Thailand. It was a very satisfying moment for us. 
 
At the end of the year, ‘Rewiring Gender Perception’ kicked off with a review on the state of gender-based violence and abuse in under-resourced 
schools and homes via a survey involving interviews and data collection. The findings were used to design the teacher’s manual and the 
accompanying student’s learning kit. Both will be handed over to the participating schools in the new year. I hope to share the outcome plus the 
progress of the project with you in 2023.   
 
 

“Our impact will be 
amplified as subsequent 
batches of students 
beyond the current ones 
will be instructed on 
gender equality in 
class.’  
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Meet our Student 

 
Kanokon Matchimo (Riang)  
 
 
Since failing to make it to university after high school and moving to Bangkok for work in 1995, 
Riang has experienced divorce twice, become a single mother, and shuffled through a range of 
jobs, most of which she did not like. Now a janitor at an international school, she is finally enjoying 
some respite from her eventful past albeit she has never harbored negativity over everything that 
has happened to her.    
 
Still, life could be better, Riang felt and signed up to be a student at Pratthanadee some two years 
back. “My friend Preaw was a student and spoke English fluently, I was inspired and so decided to 
enrol but found out that the foundation also has a ‘Better Me’ program for those who wanted to 
manage their lives to better.”    
 
The course has taught her how to plan her future, manage her money, and handle her emotions 
when she faces difficult circumstances. She now knows how to negotiate with her employer to 
protect her rights, defend herself in dangerous situations, and has even become more adept at socializing. The 
latter used to be difficult for the 45-year old native of Kalasin province because of a mild hearing impairment.   
 
“The ear problem started quite a number of years ago and it badly affected my confidence. I was upfront when 
I applied to be a student but the staff told me it was not a problem.” Riang said the course has helped open her 
up to people and opportunities. “Everyone accepted me in class when I started. I no longer ‘block out’ myself 
because of this health issue.”  Happier and more self-assured now, Riang is planning for the next stage of her life. “I want to return to my home 
province and start a clothing store. My daughter’s agreed to fund my new business. I’ll also have more time with my children.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“Everyone accepted me in class 
when I started. I no longer ‘block 
out’ myself because of this health 

issue (hearing impairment).”   
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Meet our Student 

 
Aye say (Mai)  
 

She hopes to be a teacher one day, but when Mai was growing up in Myanmar her family had a different 
life path for her. Attaining educational qualifications was not important they felt. They wanted her to be 
a farmer. Mai’s time in school would often get interrupted up to a month at a time as they needed an 
extra pair of hands to help out during harvest season. At odds with their expectations and estranged 
from her father, she ran away to Bangkok when she was only 14.  
 
Life was anything but sweet when Mai arrived in the Big Mango in 2014. Her first job was a live-in 
housekeeper for a family and their five dogs. It was a tall order for the petite teenage farm girl from 
Myanmar. After two years of living under constant threats of pay cuts from her aggressive bosses, she 
left to work in a factory. It did not last long as she was allergic to the chemicals used at the industrial 
design plant. Mai then found a job looking after three toddlers in addition to housekeeping. Two years  
later, she had to job hunt again as the children became older so the family no longer needed her. That 
led Mai to her current work as a domestic helper in a more congenial work environment.  
 
“This is the job that I love the most. I like cooking and my boss is very kind and always encourages me 
when I do something well.” At peace with her new workplace, Mai was able to think about her future 
and on a recommendation from a friend, started attending classes at Pratthanadee. “Studying here has 

helped me to improve myself a lot. I’ve more confidence now, know how to control my feelings, and know about managing my money. Life’s getting 
better.”   
 
Mai sees herself working another eight years or so before she returns to her hometown to fulfil her dream. “I’ll help my family start an avocado and 
rice farm. But I’ll also study for a certificate to be a Shan language teacher.” Spoken widely in her village, she wants to teach children to read and 
write. “I also want to teach them what I’ve learnt at Pratthanadee so they can plan their future and manage their lives better. I don’t want them to 
drop out of school like me or end up married and pregnant at a young age.” 
 
 
 
 

 

“I’ll help my family start an 
avocado and rice farm. But I’ll 

also study for a certificate to be 
a Shan language teacher.” 
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Meet our Partner  
 

Songyut Damthong, Director, Warin Chamrap School 
 
Pratthanadee has run workshops at your school for a number of years, how would you rate the 
training?  
We’ve collaborated for over seven years and I find the team from Pratthanadee to be very committed to 
their mission. The foundation’s uncovered some problems our students face and provided training to 
help them deal with these issues. These teenagers are mostly from troubled families. We appreciate an 
extra pair of eyes to tell us the blind spots that we sometimes miss. 
 
What impact has the training had on your students?  
I was very impressed with the ‘Rewiring Gender Perception’ training. Unlike before where only girls 
participated, this workshop involved boys as well which makes the training more complete. Some of the 
boys encounter same gender-based problems as the girls. This training will have a positive impact on 
youth development and on the country also. We thank Pratthanadee Foundation and the Embassy of 
Canada for recognizing the issues and supporting the school.  

 
What else can we do better?  
My only suggestion is for the foundation to provide us a report after every training to let us know 
areas we can improve on. From it, my teachers and I can better understand the problems our students 
face and reflect on our shortcomings to see how we can fix some of them. It’ll be better for the students.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

“The foundation has uncovered some 
problems our students face…we 

appreciate an extra pair of eyes to tell 
us the blind spots that we sometimes 

miss.” 
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Meet our Partner  
 

Dolaya Tarasri, Teacher, Samrongwittayakarn School  
 
 

Pratthanadee has run workshops at your school for a number of years, how would you rate the 
training?  
I’m very impressed with the Pratthanadee staff. They’re capable and organise and conduct the workshops 
well. The training is enjoyable and our students are always very happy to attend them It’s been very 
beneficial for our students and they’ve gained useful knowledge that can be applied in daily life. 
 
What impact has the training had on your students?  
Our students have benefited directly from the training and they’ve also taken the new knowledge and skills 
back home and share them with families and friends. So I would say, it’s also impacted the wider 
communities that our students come from.  
 
What else can we do better? 
The recent ‘Rewiring Gender Perception’ workshop that was conducted in our school was excellent. It 
opened up training to students of every gender. This will help expand Pratthanadee’s target group and 
impact more students. Also, the student’s self-learning kit and teacher’s manual from this project can be 
used over and over again, so future batches of students will benefit. I look forward to more of such training 
and we’re always ready to welcome the team from the foundation. You know, my students always ask me, 
“When’s the next Pratthanadee workshop?” They really like it.  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“Our students have benefited 
directly from the training and 

they’ve also taken the new 
knowledge and skills back home 

and share them with families and 
friends.” 
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Financial Report (Oct 2021 – Sep 2022)  
 

 
Breakdown of Income  
 

Revenue THB 
Unrestricted Donations ฿ 2,613,376.00 
Restricted Donations ฿ 2,058,537.24 
Interest  ฿         2,110.90 
Total ฿ 4,674,023.96 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Breakdown of Expenditure 
 

Expenditure THB 
Project expenses ฿ 1,429,625.37 
Administrative ฿ 1,929,017.71 
Office rental ฿    838,316.30 
Other expenses (incl. tax) ฿      80,635.79 
Total ฿ 4,277,595.37 
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Key Supporters and Partners in 2022 
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Meet the Pratthanadee Community 
 

The Pratthanadee Foundation would like to express special thanks to the following partners, friends, institutional donors, donors via K-Plus Market 
and individual donors, whose support made a vital difference in 2022:  

 
 

Anonymous donors Allen & Overy (Thailand) Co., Ltd. Andrew White Anna Corrigan 

Barry N Dima Berin Fischer Brigitte Morgan Chortigah Nadia Brown 

Claudio Caballero Gavin Gee Grace Cheng James Brown 

Janine Wohlgenannt  Jennifer L Fackelman Jessy Gonzaga Joanna Thompson 

Man Chi Wong Marco Agnelli Melissa Tillman Michael Schmeiser 

Michaela Weller Nicholas Edney and Esther Pinn Janvatanavit Roger Morague 

Sipana Broesevangroenou  Stephan Baumann Swati Mitra Tanachai Phanichkul 

The Black & Veatch Foundation Thomas Clark Todd Phillips Vicky Janssens 

Wanwirote Varophas Yiu Shan Fok   

Donation box at Bumrungrad 

Hospital 

   

    

    

   

    

    

  

While we have tried our best to ensure the listings are correct, we invite you to get in touch if you notice any errors or omissions. 



 

   

   

 
 
 
 
 
 

Pratthanadee Foundation (Bangkok) 
39 Soi Sukhumvit 52 Prakhanong Tai, Prakhanong, Bangkok 10260 

Tel: + 66 (0) 2 331 4731 
 

Pratthanadee Foundation (Ubon Ratchathani) 
350 Phrommarat Road, Tambol Naimuang, Amphur Muang, Ubonratchathani 34000  

Tel: +66 (0) 93 408 1124 
E-mail: contact@pratthanadee.org 

Facebook: Pratthanadee Foundation 
Instagram: @pratthanadee                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
Twitter: @PratthanadeeOrg 

YouTube: Pratthanadee Foundation 
Website: www.pratthanadee.org 

 
 

We are a small team funded by donations.  

We rely on your generosity to continue offering underprivileged women and girls the chance to build a better life.  

Please consider joining us today by making a donation at www.pratthanadee.org/donatenow  

or by getting in touch using the contact details above. Thank you. 
 

 

http://www.pratthanadee.org/

